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Pulp Rules 101
No one under Heaven is stronger than Godfist. It’s not an

asumnption nor an opinion. It is LAW! No one UNDER HEAVEN is
stronger than Godfist. PERIOD!



This Pulp Contains
The Continued tales of

As told by Omar Clifton

As told by Jayme Flythe

Created By Brandon Williams

Told by the Blak Pulp Collective
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Brandon Quzack
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Robert Winston

Jayme Flythe
Keyairria Edlow
Shawn Allyene

Renee Grant

If we've forgotten you place it on our fagile minds
and not our hearts





Issue 2

By The Mightiest Disciple



Mekial, A celestial assassin from beyond the veil has
crashed upon planet Tesperera in search of the “Prince
of Chains”. Having moved the thread of time forward by
the help of the “King of All”, He encounters the Kinari

Ro (Those forbidden) and lashes out with his sword.

A young terran girl is caught in the mix



























Fueled by the resistance known as GHOST, Kyloh
finds herself in one of the government's most

heavilyguarded security towers. Sparking the
first of many fires of the impending war, only a list

was retrieved...a list, that can very well bring
down the government, or extinguish the

resistance in one swift, brutal genocide. With the
last of the guards dispatched, Kyloh only has to
escape...But will the escape be as easy as entering?

























And Now

Presents



As Tyrant and Gaiden try to balance their equilibrium as
well as there understanding of the current situation

Tyrant sparks another cigar. The terrain is being
destroyed, mountains crushed, dust disturbed, is this a
storm, no, it looks more like a war but as far as anyone
can see there is just 5 beings in the mist of the war…

surely there must be more. In true Tyrant and Gaiden
fashion they stop and joke about not knowing how they
arrived and stop to recall the last of their collective

memories.



AN END COMES





Sometimes Endings are just...Beginings

















Wow! GodFist face off against 4 Kanari, a feet
that I would've previously considered impossible.
How was he able to even touch them, they live on
a totally different plane of existence than us? Is
GodFist really that strong. How did Tyrant or

Gaiden do the same. Kanari are the arms and legs
of the all powerful VOICE. Lastly why are they
there? Be sure to check out Black Tournament 3
where some of these questions will be answered.



Thank you and we hope you enjoyed this issue of
Blak Pulp. We strive to give you the best project

we can each and every issue.

To that effect if you are an artist or writer
looking to break into the comics world or have a
story you want to tell. Join us as we reinvent the

world of comics one issue at a time.

And as always all advertising just

$5 dollars

per ad per issue. There is no better price.






